
Aerial picture before and after afforestation: deploited pasture land is  bordering a
TreeSavingsPlan afforestation area in Panama.

Responsible land acquisition and land use
Around the world people are constantly forced to evacuate their own land, and the
poorer they are, the less they can have access to legal defense. Many of these
unfortunate developments are caused by international companies interested in
raw materials.
Increasingly more so, forced displacements happen under the cover of “green”
investments, for example, reforestation. Timber, palm oil and carbon credits are
increasingly promising as a profit source, therefore become more attractive for
capital investments.

We have noted these negative-impact developments from the beginning and
chose a better path – a sustainable and ecological way of doing business for all
parties involved. Involving the local population is our unwavering precondition for
successfully creating a new stable forest with full ecological benefits, instead of
rapid growth plantations which follow the quick-profit scheme. 

This process begins with the ideal selection of land areas, which is decided by
biological, climatic, and hydrological facts, and equally importantly, social aspects.
Who is the owner of the land? Does the owner really want to sell it? Do they have
registered property rights and strong position for negotiating with the buyer (with
us as a company)? We make sure all of these questions are are asked prior to a
purchase decision. 

Regional development as part of the corporate identity
A fair exchange of interests without expulsion or taking advantage of the financial
situation of sellers has been part of our corporate philosophy for more than 15
years. This implies that ForestFinance contributes to the improvement of the living
and working conditions of the local population, including the land sellers, through the
creation of long term and socially secure jobs and  through additional social
programs. Furthermore, we interact directly with the local population, also due to
the fact that many of our management employees are natives.

Currently, about 150 people are being permanently employed at ForestFinance
reforestation projects (solely in Panama). A majority of the employees belongs to
the local indigenous population (Ngöbe-Buglé). We ensure that  wages and working
conditions of our employees are above minimum standards. Apart from customary
social benefits, all ForestFinance employees receive an additional life insurance
policy as a security for their families. If an employee is in an emergency situation,
ForestFinance offers interests-free private credit agreements. 
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A strong team: ForestFinance employees with their families at the annual christmas party.
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All forest workers are trained in the ecological and sustainable management of
mixed forests and innovative technologies such as GIS (geographic information
systems) and monitoring systems. This ensures a permanent knowledge transfer
between the forestry departments abroad and in Germany which is essential for
sustainable regional and local development.

Responsibility comes at a price
It is only possible to create new forest in a sustainable and long-lasting way if the
local population benefits from it. In the forest, team work is at least as important as
in the office: people who participate in the profits generated by the forest are more
willing to protect and to expand it. The people living on site, who have even helped
to create the new forest, know how identify with it and have a great interest in
protecting it. This is in many ways a (economically) valuable good, which cannot be
measured in financial terms. This valueneeds to be preserved for next generations
and is also one of the reasons why ForestFinance is actively engaged in
establishing environmental education and has built a public nature trail in Las Lajas,
Panama.

Similar to the production of organic food, a forest investment is worth its price only
(but then indeed) if all of the involved parties benefit from it. For this reason,
ForestFinance generally objects to exploiting its suppliers, employees or nature in
order to generate profit for its customers. This comes at a price – and sustainably
thinking and accordingly acting investors have to pay it.
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